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In celebration of National Child Protection Week, the Sydney West
Family and Child Protection Interagency Steering Committee has
put together this activity pack.
With contributions from SydWest, IVPRS, Act for Kids, DVSM and
Blacktown City Council, we hope that these resources bring joy
and encouragement to you and your family.
If you have any questions or need help, please see the final page
for important numbers and who to call.

The Power of Play
Children are curious from the moment they are born. They
want to learn about and understand their world. During the
first five years of life children’s brains are growing faster than
at any other time of life. Children’s early experiences shape
how their brains develop. Children’s early learning sets the
stage for school success.
Good early experiences help a child’s brain develop well. The
more work the brain does, the more it is capable of doing.
When children play, their brains work hard.
Playing is how children learn. Play is fun. Given the opportunity they will play during most daily activities.
They play during learning experiences you provide. Think about a baby who starts a peek-a-boo game
with you when you pull her shirt over her head. The toddler or two-year-old who imitates the way you
read to her as she reads to her doll. Or the three-or-four year old who scribbles and marks on a large
sheet of paper you put out on the table, then announces proudly, “I wrote my name.”
Sometimes it may look like not much is happening. Filling and dumping small objects from a can may
seem boring to you. Playing blocks seems like just stacking them and knocking them down.
But play is filled with opportunities for children to learn and develop new
skills. When children play, they use all their senses – hearing, seeing, tasting,
touching, smelling and moving – to gather information about their world.
Later they will gather information through language. They organize and
reorganize this information into their first pictures of themselves, others,
and their world.
Through the fun games in this Treasure Box, children – both older and
younger – will develop new skills for talking and thinking, moving and
doing, feeling and learning about themselves, and getting along with others.

UNICEF ECD Unit
July 2009
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Learning through Play
Let's make the most of play and keep learning fun:

Talking and Thinking

Provide opportunities to:
Connect words to actions as they talk with you about what they are doing.
Participate in conversations as they talk to you about what they are doing.
Understand position words as they describe on, under, around, and next to things.
Understand concepts such as soft, hard, big, small, heavy, light, rough and smooth.
Use their imagination as they tell you a story about what they have created.
Make a plan as they decide what to make, build, create or do.
Complete a task as they celebrate their success with you.

Moving and Doing

Provide opportunities to:
Develop awareness of where they are going as they
notice what is around them and where they are
going.
Develop balance when moving as they reach,
carry, get up and down, and change postions
(sit, squat, stand, lie, and move around) during
play.

Use hand and wrist muscles to pick up and explore small objects with their fingers,
hands and arms.

Feelings and learning about self
Provide opportunities to :
Express their feelings when they discover: “I like..”, "I don't like ..", "I feel sad .."
Cooperate with others playing with others, sharing objects and negotiating ideas.
Follow a simple rule that keeps everyone safe, such as “no throwing”.
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Encourage Kids to Read and Learn
Ideas and Strategies
for the stay at home lockdown
Foster an early love for reading
Studies have long shown that one the best ways to improve reading comprehension and fluency is through
independent reading. That said, before kids can read independently, it’s crucial that reading is modeled by adults,
particularly by their teachers and caregivers. That’s why it’s so important that adults foster a love for reading early
on in a child’s life. Parents can do this by reading aloud with kids and selecting their favorite children’s books to get
them excited.

Offer a variety of books
Kids should be exposed to a wide variety of books and types of text while reading at home with their families. If
families aren’t able to borrow or pick-up books at the school or libraries, perhaps they can print simple guided
readers on their printers at home. There are opportunities for parents to purchase or borrow books online.
Parents should also choose and offer a wide selection of books by taking advantage of public library
services, or free resources available online. Try to read different types of texts with children,
including informational articles on topics that fit personal interests. The key here is to read as much
and as often as possible!

Be receptive to digital tools
When we think of books, most of us think about the experience of holding one in our hands and perhaps the aroma
of a freshly bought book. While many adults prefer to read a physical copy, there is a plethora of online tools that
can assist children in learning to read. Some of these tools include:


Microsoft’s Immersive Reader tool that reads text online and highlights and enlarges words



Apps that contain eBooks that offer audio narrations



Virtual magazine subscriptions and/or articles



Learning apps and games



YouTube videos of narrated children’s books complete with illustrations

Make reading as fun as possible
One common theme of the above tips is to keep reading engaging, interesting, and downright
fun! Make it an exciting celebration in your home. Try connecting other activities, such as art
projects or games to the books children read. By engaging them in the world of the story outside
of their reading sessions, they learn to see reading as something they love to do and will want
to read more often!

Get creative! Take reading outdoors or inspire kids to write stories about
their adventures
When at home, encourage kids to go outside to find inspiration for their reading. That said, get creative in assigning
reading and writing tasks; take a walk outside to find something in nature that inspires them to write a story.
Alternatively, challenge kids to read books in different settings, such as on the back porch, under a tree, or laying on
a picnic blanket in the backyard to help make reading fun and associate it with positive emotions. Just like a teacher
may create a nook or corner in the classroom, encourage kids to make their own at home, and to share their favorite
space with the class!

Additional Resources
Digital Reading Tools
The following interactive free e-resources have been developed to help children of all ages to develop their
reading skills at home:


https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/free-ebooks/



https://www.booksfortopics.com/



Story time: https://www.booksfortopics.com/storytime-online



https://literacytrust.org.uk/family-zone/9-12/book-hopes/



https://www.chickenhousebooks.com/schools/coopedupkids/



https://www.booktrust.org.uk/hometime#!?q=&sortOption=AtoZ&pageNo=1



Marvel comics app: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/marvel-comics/id350027738



Free book online library: https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/
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Benefits of Hugging
Is your family having lots of big feelings right now?
Hugs can help children feel safe, secure and connected. Hugs impact our hormones to help
us feel calmer when responding to big emotions such as stress, anger and sadness.
20 seconds of hugging can increase the benefits listed below.

Selfesteem
Convey
needs

Improves
mood

Hug

Reduces
pain

Reduces
stress
Reduces
illness

Not all children like hugs so it is important to respect a child’s preference when it comes to
their body. You could also try a high-5, pat on the back or a secret hand shake.
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Learning at Home
Are you struggling with being your child’s teacher?
Some days learning at home can be hard. It is important for parents and caregivers to know
when schooling becomes difficult you can still support your child’s learning through everyday
activities.
Here are some everyday activities that also support their learning.

Cooking

Explore

Gardening

Create

Building

Write
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Learning Away from the Table
Is it hard for your child to stay in their seat?
Changing how we position our bodies whilst learning can support children’s focus and
concentration. Try learning away from a table or desk. Consider:
 Where and how can we do this task?
 How long is this task? The longer the task the more movement required.
Some alternates to sitting at a table include:

Lying on their back

Kneeling

Sitting on the floor

Standing

Lying on their stomach

Moving and learning
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Setting Up Home Learning
Is your child getting distracted during home learning?








Setting up a home learning environment with few distractions can be difficult.
Some things to consider include:
Turn on lights and open blinds.
Remove or put away items not needed for the task being done. Cover items that are
distracting with a towel if they cannot be moved.
Ensure your child has access to all the items they need for the task before starting.
Avoid completing work on the child’s bed and pack away any toys not needed for the
task.
Minimise noise by having predicable quiet times. Consider closing doors and windows if
there is noise outside.
Encourage children to take breaks outside multiple times a day.
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The Importance of Sleep
Is your family struggling more than usual?
Getting enough sleep can be difficult when our routines have changed. Sleep is important for healthy
bodies and brains. Children aged 5 to 13 years need to get 9 to 11 hours of uninterrupted sleep each night.
Poor sleep can:


Make it difficult to focus or make decisions



Decrease memory



Increase mood changes, irritability and behaviour



Increase desire for foods that are likely to make it
difficult to maintain a healthy weight



Decrease ability or desire to be active and exercise

Tips for a good sleep:


Have a consistent bedtime routine



Avoid screen time 1 hour before bed time



Avoid playing or doing school work on bed



Play calm music or nature sounds to help settle into bed



Monitor for increased anxiety or distress that may be impacting sleep. Contact your GP if you have any
concerns.



Ensure you child remains physically active throughout the day



Create a calm environment for sleep: minimise loud unpredictable noise and movement within the
room and consider your child’s preference for light (consider dim lighting if required)

Do not be afraid to ask for help. Your local GP will be able to offer support and guidance.
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The ‘Just Right’ Challenge
Is it hard for your child to stay on task?

When a child is displaying challenging behaviours it is important to consider why they might
be acting that way. A child who is avoiding starting a task or is distracted may be finding the
task too difficult. Similarly, a child may become disengaged and disruptive when a task is
too easy and they become bored.
Children learn best when the task is ‘just right’: not too hard and not too easy. This
increases motivation, empowers children and promotes resilience.

How to get it ‘just right’:






Be realistic about your child’s ability
Break the task down into smaller steps
to reduce difficulty
Add more steps to increase difficulty
Increase or decrease adult support
given
Change the equipment or how a task is
done to make it easier or harder

Speak to your child’s teacher for ideas on how to change specific home learning activities
to meet your child’s individual needs.
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Visual Schedule
Does your day feel chaotic?
Children are able to learn better when they have a consistent routine each day. A visual
schedule can help children know what is happening and what to expect next.
 At the beginning of each day work as a team to write or draw the activities to be
completed that day. Have your child choose 1-2 activities/breaks on the schedule.
 Make sure you include breaks for food, movement and fun.
 Try and make the schedule as consistent each day as possible
 Refer to the schedule throughout the day
 Remind children what they’ve already completed and the upcoming activity.
 Some days you might not finish all the activities on the schedule
Visual schedules can look different, here are some ideas.
Get creative and remember you can draw, write or print pictures.
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Movement Breaks
Is your child having difficulty focusing?
Children’s bodies are not designed to stay in one spot for very long. Moving their bodies helps
support their focus and attention.
Movement breaks can be used between tasks or you can incorporate them into learning tasks. Most
children benefit from moving every 10-15 mins. This can be as simple as standing up, stretching or
walking. Every 20-30 mins children would likely benefit from a longer movement break you may like
to try some of the ones below:

Make an Obstacle Course

Have a Dance Party

Do a Scavenger Hunt

Do Animal Walks

TIP! Adult bodies need movement as well. Why not join in?
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Starting the Day Right
Is your child struggling to get started?
Children’s brains and bodies are better able to get ready for learning when they have a
consistent morning routine. This will also help prepare them for transitioning back to school.

Ideas to start the day right:

Start the day at the same time each day

Start the day with a healthy breakfast

Go for a short walk or do some child yoga

Have everyone in the household name
something they are grateful for.
The power of positive thinking can
improve their mood and happiness!
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Connection and Learning
Finding it hard to get along?
Children learn best when they feel safe and connected to the adults around them. Connection
supports children’s development, mental health and wellbeing. While we are all stuck at home
in lock down it is the perfect opportunity to spend some fun time together.
Ideas to support children to feel safe and connected:



Play fun games together



Use a calm voice. Try taking a deep breath
before speaking



Check in with each other



Use reassuring gestures (thumbs up,
smiles, shoulders squeezes)
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Websites for Learning
Do you need your child to have some screen time?

Toy Theatre

Go Noodle

Cosmic Kids Yoga

Multi-subject interactive
resources and activities
https://toytheater.com

Mindfulness and movement
videos, games and resources
https://www.gonoodle.com/

Mindfulness and movement videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/Co
smicKidsYoga

ABC Education:

NASA Kids Club

Storyline Online

Multi-subject videos, games
and resources
Education.abc.net.au/home#
!/resources

Science, technology and maths
videos, game and resources
https://www.nasa.gov/kidsclub
/index.html

Literacy videos, activities and
resources
https://storylineonline.net/books/li
brary-lion/
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Screen Time
Not sure how to manage the time your child is spending in front a screen?
It’s important you keep a balanced approach to using digital devices such as a computer, iPad and TV.
Things to consider:





Break up screen time with physical exercise and offline learning or play
Designate “screen free” time
Turn off screens including TV during meal times
Ensure safe and responsible use of technology

Tips for safe screen time:

Use only in shared spaces

Be aware of what your
child is looking at

No taking screens to bed

Teach your child about
online safety

Set clear rules

Utilise parent controls to
block, filter & monitor.

https://www.esafety.gov.au/kids

https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/
skills-advice/taming-technology
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If you would like any more information on activities in this book,
please email blacktown@actforkids.com.au

National/State
phone and
web
support
If you
need parenting
help,
the
numbers below may be useful.
Lifeline is a national charity providing all Australians experiencing a personal
crisis with access to 24 hour crisis support and suicide prevention services.
13 11 14
13 11 14
www.lifeline.org
National phone counselling and referral information around sexual assault and
protective behaviours.
Face to face counselling services operate from Springwood, Strathpine, Sydney
(CBD) and Arundel.
1800 272 831 (toll free) 8am - 8pm Monday to Friday
Assist people who have been or who are affected by sexual assault, domestic or
family violence by providing professional telephone and online, crisis and trauma
counselling service 24 hours a day, 7 days per week.
1800 RESPECT (1800 737 732)
www.1800respect.org.au
Kids Helpline is a free, 24 hour counselling service for young people aged 5-25
years. Counselling is offered by phone, email and over the web.
1800 55 1800
www.kidshelp.com.au
Support, counselling and parent education for the cost of a local call

Parentline NSW
1300 1300 52

9am-9pm Monday to Friday
Qld
NT on
- 1300
30 1300 - 8am-10pm, 7 days a week. South Australia 4pmand
to 9pm
weekends
1300 364
1300100
52 - 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
1300

A dedicated service for men with relationship and family concerns.
1300 78 99 78
www.menline.org.au
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